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Ted Dolce, Student Body President-elect ‘19 is serving as the Deputy Vice President of Inclusion and
former president of ARCO, Appreciating Races and Creating Opportunities. Ankofa Billips,
Executive Vice President-elect ‘19 is currently serving as the President of the Black Student Union.
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FOR THE RECORD
Gallery Exhibition 

March 22nd, 2018, Murray Student Center
Opening Night Event 
5-7 pm 

SECURITY BRIEF 

a spectacular mainstage

Who Got In 
Trouble This Week

BY KENNETH GUILLAUME
Security & Safety Reporter

The main perpetrators of trouble around
Marist College the last two weeks have
been freshmen in Champagnat Hall.
Although the last two weeks have been
very mild in any security matters, the main
problems being faced are drug use and
criminal mischief in Champagnat.
Students seem to be taking it easy around
campus recently with the amount of flu
cases at an all-time high. John Blaisdell,
director of safety and security, noted that
the most pressing matter around campus
is making sure students who are sick
receive necessary help.
CONTINUE READING BRIEF, PAGE 2
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New York Governor Andrew 
Cuomo Delivers Speech at Marist

BY JACK MCELDUFF
Sports Editor
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New	York	Governor	Andrew	Cuomo	spoke	at	Marist	on		Thursday	
morning,	releasing	details	regarding	the	state’s	budget	plan	for	2018	and	

beyond.	

WORLD ECONOMY 

KFCs	was	forced	to	shut	down	up	to	800	branches	in	the	
United	Kingdom	and	Ireland	over	the	last	few	weeks.	But	
why	you	ask?	Was	it	a	major	management	restructuring?	

BY MAX DARRINGTON
Business Writer 
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Marist Fashion
Flourishes Abroad

BY MADISON ZOEY VETTORINO
Lifestyles Editor

FASHION

Marist	Fashion,	a	program	housed	within	the	School	of	
Communication	and	the	Arts,	has	garnered	significant	recognition	

from	a	multitude	of	media	outlets	within	the	last	year.
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Loud cheers erupted in the
Cabaret Thursday night as the
Student Government
Association announced Marist’s
2018-2019 Student Body
President and Executive Vice
President: Ted Dolce and Ankofa
Billips.
After a week of campaigning

and a series of debates, Dolce,
’19, and Billips, ’19, defeated
runner-ups Christopher Glogan,
‘19 and Jon Ferris ’19, by a
narrow 51%margin.
Matthew Marotti, ’19, current

student body president,
announced the news in a speech
to those who attended
Thursday’s ceremony. He
opened his speech by
recognizing the impressive
campaigns by both presidential
tickets, ensuring that each
would play a very—

important role in SGA
regardless of the outcome.
“It is a wonderful thing to

see such a clean race and
such a high level of student
engagement. Ted, Ankofa,--

Chris, and Jon ran classy
campaigns from start to
finish that engaged
students all across campus.
It was really close, too,”
Marotti said.

He expressed his
optimism as he looks to
the new administration.
“I’m confident that Ted
and Ankofa will continue
to fight for our—

representation. They’re
both true leaders who
genuinely care about
Marist and its students. I
know we will continue to
improve and thrive as—

a college under their
leadership.”
Student Joseph Colón, ’19,

snapped pictures of Dolce and
Billips after the reveal.
“Seeing how happy Ted and

Ankofa were after the
announcement that they won
the election was touching,”
Colón said. “Watching them hold
back their tears before I took
their photo speaks to how much
winning this election meant to
them and shows to me that the
Marist student body will be in
good hands with this passionate
duo.”
The announcement followed a

short campaigning period where
Dolce, Billips, Glogan and Ferris
spoke with students, rallied
support, took part in two
debates, and shaped their
presidential platforms, which
both advocated for a greater
degree of transparency at all
levels of Marist government.
According to their campaign

message, which they voiced on
their President Dolce Instagram
account, Dolce and Billips
believe “progression is found
through commitment to growth.
Our platform lives on the
experiences that we share with
all of you.”
“Our position on this campus,

and if we were to be elected, we
will stand for actions with
issues, not issues we think up

that students are feeling. We
will stand for issues that they
are actually going through,”
Dolce said at the Feb. 23
debate. “We will stand for the
community, the Marist
community here and the
community above

and beyond. We wish to
integrate the community more
so outside of our borders.” “Our
platform stands on the living
experiences we have shared
with you in the past three
weeks.”

CONTINUE READING , PAGE 2
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KFC FCKs Up

JAMIE M.
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DRUG	VIOLATION
Saturday	Feb.	17

The	weekend	started	poorly	for	some	

freshmen	residents	in	Champagnat Hall	

on	Feb	17.	At	approximately	2	a.m.,	the	

Champagnat resident	director	smelled	

marijuana	coming	from	the	third		floor.	

Once	security	was	contacted,	a	sweep	of	

the	third	floor	began	to	find	the	origin	of	

the	smell.	In	the	end,	the	resident	

director	and	security	officers	found	two	

students	smoking	marijuana	in	the	

recycling	room.	

Over the last couple weeks, Marist has

been relatively quiet, similarly to the

beginning of the semester. Now that flu

season at Marist is beginning to end, it

could be reasonable to see an increase of

alcohol violations and noise complaints

reported by the Office of Safety and

Security.

U.S. ECONOMY 

KFCs were forced to shut down up to

800 branches in the United Kingdom

and Ireland over the last few weeks.

But why you ask? Was it a major

management restructuring? or a

rebranding or refurbishing operation?

No… KFC ran out of chicken. That’s

right Kentucky Fried Chicken ran out

of chicken, bringing operations in the

United Kingdom to a screeching

halt. Great Britain is KFC’s largest

market in Europe and a top five

market globally, representing about

six percent of its roughly $24.5 billion

in global sales last year. Consequently,

Yum! Brands, the owners of

restaurant chains such as Taco Bell,

Pizza Hut and KFC, took an immediate

hit to their stock price.

The Yum! stock, which trades on

the New York Stock exchange,

reported a close to dollar deduction,

dropping from $78.25 per stock at

markets close on 2/19 to $77.37 at 10

am on the 20th. However,

investors were shielded from further

losses created by this mistake due to

the rich diversification Yum! Brands

has, resulting in a vote of confidence in

the company, as investors saw this as

an opportunity to purchase the

stock at a cheaper price.

Consequently, Yum! Brands rose to

trade as high as $79 at 2 pm on the

21st and continued to grow steadily,

reaching $79.80 at markets close on

Friday.

The shortage of chickens was

attributed to a switch in suppliers. KFC

had recently switched from Bidvest

Logistics to DHL, who announced that

they would be setting a new

benchmark for delivering fresh

products to KFC. However, this was not

the case. John Boulter, the managing

director of DHL, made a statement

saying, “Whilst we are not the only

party responsible for the supply chain

to KFC, we do apologize for the

inconvenience and disappointment

caused to KFC and their customers by

this incident.”

KFC apologized to the citizens of Great

Britain and Ireland by taking out a full

page advert in newspapers such as The

Sun and The Metro.

The ad read, “It's been a hell of a week

but we're making progress, and every

day more and more fresh chicken is

being delivered to our restaurants. Huge

apologies to our customers, especially

those who traveled out their way to find

we were closed.”

The advertisement was received well

by the British and Irish public, who

seemed to be relishing the opportunity

to indulge in their favorite chicken

restaurant as soon as branches begin to

reopen. It’s fair to say the board of

directors at KFC are running around like

headless chickens trying to find

suppliers for their restaurants. In doing

so, their solutions for sourcing these

chickens has not become apparent.

However, with the wide global reach

DHL has, customers in the UK and

Ireland should not expect to wait too

long for a juicy pair of breasts and

thighs…that is, chicken breasts and

thighs.

BY MAX DARRINGTON
Business Writer 

As	a	result	of	their	chicken	shortage,	KFC	broadcasted	this	picture	on	their	social	media	outlets	to	acknowledge	the	blunder.

BY TARA GUAIMANO

New	York	Governor	Andrew	Cuomo	

spoke	at	Marist	on	Thursday	morning,	

releasing	details	regarding	the	state’s	

budget	plan	for	2018	and	beyond.	

Cuomo	spoke	for	more	than	an	hour	

about	the	progress	being	made	on	

multiple	fronts,	both	statewide	and,	

locally,	in	Dutchess County.	Several	

county	executives	and	city	officials	

were	on	hand	for	the	budget	

announcement.	

Cuomo	referred	to	the	new	budget	

as	an	“action	plan,”	calling	it	a	custom-

design	approach	that	promotes	

progress	on	the	fronts	of	education,	

criminal	justice,	federal	taxation	

implications,	the	economy	and	the	

environment.

The	new	budget	includes	a	$25.7	

billion	in	education	in	2018,	with	

closer	to	$30	billion	expected	for	2019.	

Cuomo	also	spoke	of	a	new	Excelsior

New York Governor Andrew Cuomo 
Delivers Speech at Marist

GENERAL NEWS

BY JACK MCELDUFF
Sports Editor

scholarship	program,	and	promoted	a

New	State	of	New	York	program	that	

offers	free	tuition	to	any	in-state	

families	making	$110,000	a	year	or	

less.	

Cuomo	also	listed	several	projects	

that	are	ongoing,	including	the	

continued	push	for	a	$15	minimum	

wage.	

The	governor	also		praised	the	

students	of	Marjory	Stoneham	Douglas	

High	School	in	Parkland,	Florida,	as	

their	efforts	to	persuade	state	

legislators	to	increase	gun	control	

continue	following	last	Wednesday’s	

shooting	that	killed	17	people.	In	

addition,	Cuomo	also	headlined	a	need	

for	sensible	gun	safety	in	New	York.	

As	sexual	harassment	claims	

continue	to	leak	into	the	public	eye,	

Cuomo	outlined	a	new	plan	for	fighting	

the	harassment	epidemic	statewide.	

The	governor	looks	to	implement	a	

new	system	that	eliminates	taxpayer

funds	for	liability	costs	against	

harassment,	as	well	as	a	single	state-

wide	system	that	eliminates	special	

rules	implemented	by	local	

governments	against	the	issue.	

On	the	issue	of	the	environment,	

Cuomo	praised	the	2014	bill	to	prohibit	

fracking	in	New	York,	and	announced	

an	allocation	of	$65	billion	to	combat	

algae	blooms	in	some	of	New	York’s	

largest	lakes.	Cuomo	also	alluded	to	

what	he	called	“insufficient”	efforts	by	

General	Electric	to	clean	up	PCBs	

(polychlorinated	biphenyls)	in	the	

Hudson	River,	and	aims	to	sue	the	

Environmental	Protection	Agency	if	the	

federal	government	opts	to	fund	GE	in	

future	cleanup	exploits.	

Cuomo	spent	an	extensive	amount	of	

time	speaking	about	the	recent	tax	bill	

passed	by	Congress,	calling	it	“terrible	

for	New	York.”	Cuomo	spoke	of	several	

states	that	implement	built-in	state	and	

income	tax	deductions	that	would	get

hit	hardest	by	the	bill.	Cuomo	looks	to

implement	a	new	tax	model	in	New	

York	State,	that	runs	on	a	payroll	tax	

system	that	also	includes	a	charitable	

deduction	model.

The	governor	also	listed	three	

avenues	of	action	for	the	state	on	this	

issue:	changing	the	state	tax	codes,	

promoting	political	retaliation	from	

opponents	of	the	bill,	and	repealing	the	

law	or	amending	it	in	the	current	

budget	vote.	Cuomo	informed	the	

crowd	of	a	bipartisan	bill	developing	

among	Long	Island	congress	members,	

that	looks	to	curb	the	current	tax	bill.	

Cuomo	praised	the	success	of	the	

economy	during	his	tenure	as	

governor,	noting	that	there	have	been	

seven	consecutive	on-time	budgets	

within	New	York’s	state	legislature.	

Cuomo	noted	that	state	income	tax	

rates	have	dropped	every	year	since	he	

took	office	in	2011,	and	announced	that	

families	making	less	than	$150,000	a	

year	will	see	a	one	percent	tax	decrease	

in	2018	(5.5	percent	down	from	6.4	

percent	a	year	ago).

Cuomo	insisted	that	more	work	is	to	

be	done	regarding	the	issue,	

announcing	a	need	for	further	

reduction	of	local	property	tax	rates,	as	

well	as	more	shared	services	between	

local	governments.	Cuomo	also	spoke	

of	his	reversal	of	a	generations-long	

trend	of	exclusive	allocation	of	funds	to	

New	York	City	and	Long	Island,	

announcing	a	$36	billion	allocation	

plan	to	properly	fund	the	Hudson	

Valley	region	and	upstate	New	York	as	

a	whole.	

Finally,	Cuomo	alluded	to	continued	

progress	being	made	on	the	topic	of	

infrastructure.	First,	the	governor	

announced	a	$20	million	initiative	to	

revitalize	the	downtown	areas	of	New	

York’s	cities	and	towns.	Locally,	the	

governor	announced	a	$37	million	

allocation	to	renovate	Newburgh’s	

Stewart	International	Airport	as	well	as	

a	$148	million	funding	that	aims	to	

solve	Woodbury	Commons’	traffic	

crisis.

Per	the	governor,	Woodbury	

Commons	visitors	can	also	expect	more	

involvement	from	Metro-North	

Railroad,	in	continued	efforts	to	try	and	

reduce	automobile	traffic.	The	

shopping	center	is	already	running	

shuttles	to	Harriman,	the	closest	Metro-

North	stop.	

The	speech was	delivered	on	Thursday	
morning	in	the	Cabaret	at	Marist	
College.	Live	Marist	Circle	coverage	can	
be	found	on	their Instagram	and	
Facebook.
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The two ran on the campaign

slogan #TedListens.

Glogan and Ferris conveyed a

similar message in their campaign,

which focused on the “real issues to

build an even stronger Marist

community and transparent

administration.” Team Glogan

promised in the Feb. 19 debate that,

if elected, Glogan and Ferris would

“speak about the subjects that some

would prefer we don’t speak about

at all.”

Dolce is currently serving as the

SGA Deputy Vice President of

Inclusion and is the former

president of ARCO, Appreciating

Races and Creating Opportunities.

Billips also holds a leadership

position as President of the Black

student Union. She frequently

speaks on campus about topics such

as social activism and initiating

change.

“We are so grateful for all of your

trust,” Dolce said. “Thank you to

those of you who took the time to

vote. If you didn’t, keep an eye out

for opportunities to create the

change you want to see on your

campus and in our community.”

As students embraced Dolce

following the ceremony, the 2018-

2019 Student Body President

delivered a simple message to his

peers: “Hold us accountable.”

The student body also celebrated

the results of the senate elections,

which reinstated the freshman and

sophomore class boards. The Class

of 2020 welcomed back President

Eric Johnson, Treasurer Brian

Greenberg, and Secretary Brendalyn

Juarbe, while the Class of 2021

Board re-elected President Brendan

Carl, Treasurer Jaime Minervini, and

Secretary April Pensa. According to

SGA, the class boards will work

toward appointing their vacant

positions throughout the semester.

Additionally, the resident senators

serving on the Dolce-Billips

administration will include Nicholas

Bradford, Mark Palmer, and Mariah

Sepulveda.

The president and executive vice

presidents-elects will commence

their administration at the

transition brunch held at the end of

the semester.

BY ISABELLA DUENAS & 
ALYSSA HURLBUT  
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KFCs were forced to shut down up to 
800 branches in the United Kingdom and 
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Photo	Courtesy	of	Joseph	Colón,	’19.
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Humanity has always yearned for
self-expression, from the day we
muttered our first words to the day
many great men and we first dressed
ourselves. However, there is one
form of self-expression that has been
a historical and ever-present vehicle
for exhibiting cultural ideas. It is
political, it is emotional, it is
influential - it is art. With the ability
to affect even a nation, art has
become a mode of expression for
women. However, such a powerful
concept begins to lose its
profoundness in an era dominated by
the STEM program. This is a time
where art-related careers are
dwindling, becoming more sparse
and highly competitive.
However, on February 9, in the

midst of swirling white and frosted
walkways, Room 131 in Lowell
Thomas buzzed with warm, lively
conversation. The topic of
choice? The arts, of course, and how
to land a plausible and stable career
after college. More than 30 students
graciously welcomed two museum
professionals, Elizabeth Schanz and
Valerie Balint. Both are currently
working in the museum industry,
both pursued art-related careers
after college, and both faced the
countless doubts of peers, family, and
friends.
More often than not, any student

who has considered a major in the
arts has encountered a chorus of
dismayed, passive-aggressive
warnings. “Art? Wow…what are you
going to do with that
afterwards?” “You know how hard
the industry is nowadays…” And the
most common offenders are parents
as they chime in with a ‘reality check,’
“You’re really going to major in the
arts? You can’t make a living off of
that!”

This is exactly what Elizabeth
Schanz encountered when she first
told her father about her passion. In
the beginning of her college career,
Schanz was a business major from

ART DEPARTMENT NEWS

The Taboo But Not So Impossible Major
MARY CENIZA
Contributor Through networking alone, she

has gained multiple positions
curating a variety of shows and
participating in major projects
like “Save Outdoor Sculptures!”
started by the Smithsonian.
“If I can give you a piece of

advice, it’s that you should be
proactive in maintaining your
relationships with former
coworkers, even those who are
below you managerially,”
Balint stated. “This is how you
can break into the museum field,
by working your way around and
proving that you are a
dependable person.”

However, times were not
always easy for Balint.
“There was an extended

amount of time that I had no job
at all. I was in my late twenties
and came off of my career high. I
was anxious and uncertain where
life would lead me but looking
back at it now, I had nothing to
worry about. Since you guys are
much younger than I am, let me
tell you, do not be afraid of being
lost for a bit, everything always
works out for the best.”
And it was with this final

statement that the conversation
ended. With wide eyes and
hearts full of determination,
many students left that day with
feelings of ambition and
purpose. What once seemed
unattainable is now within
reach. Though pursuing the arts
seems most certainly taboo to
some people, it is not impossible
to achieve. Do not be afraid of
taking chances, use any
opportunities given to you,
maintain your relationships, but
most of all, never give up.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON THE ARTICLE CONTACT
AUTHOR AT
circleopinion@gmail.com

Image Courtesy of Dr. Anne Bertrand-dewsnap, Professor Of Art History. 

Loyola University. It was not
until she took an art history
course that she discovered an
ardent fervor for the
arts. Nevertheless, her father
vehemently opposed the
decision, but Schanz knew
what was best for her and
followed her intuition. She is
now a 2015 Marist graduate
with a degree in art history;
she is currently working for
the historical home of
Frederick Church, otherwise
called the Olana State Historic
Site - a job that is nearly
impossible to obtain with an
undergraduate degree alone.
“She	beat	out	a	countless	

amount	of	applicants	that	had	
their	master’s,”	Balint,	
Schanz’s former	coworker	at	
Olana,	exclaimed.	“Some	even	
had	more	than	twenty	years	of	
experience	in	the	field	but	
since	we	were	familiar	with	
Elizabeth	and	knew	how	hard	
she	worked,	she	was	hired	
instead!”	

Schanz quickly replied, “I
know I worked hard but you
have to in this field. If there is
any advice I can give you it’s
that you need to take every
opportunity you can take in
college. Everything will
eventually help you later on,
especially if they recognize
your face and your
character.”

Schanz had taken up a
number of internships and
volunteer work to earn the
position she is in today as the
education coordinator of
Olana. A passion that could
never be quelled, she has done
everything in her power to
achieve her dreams. Whether
it was devoting her free time
to volunteer in Locust Grove
or taking part in an internship
while studying abroad in
Florence, she took every
opportunity she could in order
to reach her goals.
Shockingly, Balint had a

similar experience as Schanz.

Originally, Balint was
pursuing a career in law.
Despite the status quo of

either being a lawyer, doctor,
or businessperson in the
‘80’s, something did not feel
right. She spent countless
summers stuck in law firms
and noted how everyone
simply looked
“miserable”. Feeling
dismayed and concerned, it
was by luck that she took an
art related course and
quickly fell in love with the
subject.
“I could look at the slides

for days,” she sighed
nostalgically. “That’s when I
knew that law was definitely
not for me.”
Because of this, Balint gave

up pursuing a law career and
went into the museum field
knowing, quite literally,
nothing. It was only by luck
that she obtained her
first internship in the art
field.

CAMPUS EVENTS  

Without fail, MCCTA (Marist
College Club of Theatre Arts) and the
Marist Theatre Program managed to
produce another spectacular main
stage spring musical performance
this year. The show, Anything Goes,
written and set during 1934 on a
cruise ship called the S.S. American,
hosts a myriad of characters on its
vessel, all of whom are seeking love,
acceptance, and elements of their
own person agenda. Characters like
Reno Sweeney, Billy Crocker, Hope
Harcourt and Lord Evelyn Oakley,
sing, dance and perform their
storylines all aboard the S.S.
American.
Some of the electric performances,

include but are not limited too, those
of the likes of Reno Sweeney, played
by Julia DiMarzo class of 2018.
DiMarzo’s performance of Reno
Sweeney, showcasing her extensive
talents of singing, dancing, and acting
highlight Reno’s sweet and sultry
personality in every capacity. She
truly brings to life the title of the
show through her vivacious
performances that highlight the range
of her talents as a triple threat and as
a thunderous performer. It’s hard to
take your eyes off her, DiMarzo’s ease
in her performance is shown through
her versatility and her presence when
she walks on stage. Some of her songs
included the ones that showcased all
her talents, numbers like “Anything
Goes,” “Blow Gabriel” and
“Friendship” left the audience
cheering and wanting more. As a
senior, DiMarzo truly shown what it’s
like to leave everything out—

ISSUE IV�2018 

on the table as a performance, with
precise movements, effortless
singing, and flawless
characterization.
Other flawless performances came

from the junior class, in the leads of
the show, such as Billy Crocker, Hope
Harcourt and Lord Evelyn Oakley.
Billy Crocker, played by Brian
Bocanegra, demonstrated the
dynamic complexities of a “stuffed
shirt stock broker” who falls in love
with Hope Harcourt, played by
Tristan Rowley. Bocanegra and
Rowley had such an effortless
chemistry between them allowing
them to fully immerse themselves in

Anything Goes, GoesBY MIA MAGGIACOMO
Columnist & staff writer 

Anything Goes cast members Gab Morris, Julia DiMarzo, and Lana Canton. Photo Source 
MCCTAGRAM

DESIGN CREDITS

their roles and take the audience
along with them in the re-telling of
their love story. Again, both
performers illustrated pristine
performance due to their dedication
to the craft and remarkable talent.
Another outstanding performance
came from Quincy Brown, who
played Lord Evelyn Oakley. Brown’s
performance was both humorous
and evocative for many audience
members, by bringing comedic relief
through an earnest and honest
performance. Brown continuously
stuns in his performances providing
a fantastically funny, but honest
portrayal of a British socialite.

Bocanegra and Rowley had such an
From the supporting cast, to the set,
to the lights, to the costumes,
Anything Goes is on point. All who
participated in this project should be
proud of their accomplishments. The
sound, lights, music, and all of the
technical aspects were on point and
enhanced the amusement and
wonder of this performance. Time
and time again all who are involved
in the theatre department has
proved that through it’s
professionalism, dedication and
versatility of their craft, they can
succeed at producing these fantastic
shows. To all that were involved,
thank you for your effort, your drive,
and your endeavor to succeed.
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DOGS ON
CAMPUS

BY ALEXANDRIA WATTS
Features Editor

when they graduate, and textile
innovation…there’s a lot.”
One of the most noteworthy aspects of

the Marist fashion program is the fact
that there are innumerable opportunities
for students to gain valuable real-world
experience while simultaneously
completing their undergraduate
education. The department boasts a
multitude of achievements such as the
production of the “Silver Needle Runway”
show annually, as well as “The Brunch,”
an event organized by the event planning
course, and the ‘MPorium,’ a highly
successful on-campus shop operated
chiefly by students enrolled in the retail
entrepreneurship course. Another
example of a hands-on educational
opportunity students have at their
disposal is the ability to participate in the
creation of a magazine. “FM/AM,” which
is abbreviated for Fashion Magazine at
Marist, is the product of a special projects
class taught by Halvorson that creates a
professional magazine that can be
purchased internationally. “The projects
that I get to work on that are in
collaboration with students, and us
working as true professional
collaborators, those are my favorites,”
shares Halvorson. “In putting the
magazine out, we have to do photoshoots,
for instance, working with photographers
and models and set design and site
location and story development…real
editorial work…and so the classroom
atmosphere really falls away.”
Halvorson believes that, though at

times the pressure can be intense, it is
definitely worth it for the end result: a
polished magazine. “We distribute that
internationally, we sell it on newsstands
all over the world, so we’re proud of that
because you never know in whose hands
it will show up. It also adds a little bit of
extra high stakes pressure to make sure
it’s perfect,” she says.
Senior Katie Heaton has obtained a

different type of real-world experience
from her involvement in the Marist
fashion program. A business
administration major concentrating in
marketing with a minor in fashion
merchandising, Heaton believes that the
lessons her role within the MPorium
provided her with are invaluable. “My
favorite experience has been my position
in the retail entrepreneurship course
(MPorium) this semester,” Heaton says. “I
have already learned a great deal about
marketing through the scope of fashion
retailing.”
MPorium, a popular pop-up shop

currently located in Donnelly Hall
adjacent to the Marist fashion
department, will reportedly be included
in the program’s move to the new Steel
Plant Studios, in a high-tech space on the
other side of Route 9. The move is
predicted by department faculty and
students alike to be an essential one for
the expansion of the program.
“During the next academic year fashion

and art will share a beautiful new 50,000
square foot space,” Cramer shares about
the new location. “The new space will
give us room to bring in the latest
technology and expansive creative spaces
to our students.”
Sophomore Sara Kaseta, a fashion

design major, believes that the
introduction of the new building will be a
tremendous asset to students studying
fashion. “I think it’s going to make a really

TO	THE	BOY	WHO	CHEATED	
ON	HER	WITH	ME	

Dear	Ms.	Marist,
I	just	found	out	that	the	boy	

I’ve	been	hooking	up	with	has	a	
girlfriend.	We’ve	only	been	
hooking	up	for	a	few	weeks,	but	
I	think	I	may	like	him	a	little.	He	
really	makes	me	feel	special.	
What	should	I	do?	Should	I	tell	
his	girlfriend?

Dear	Runaway	Romantic,
First,	I	will	give	you	a	short	

answer	and	then	I	will	give	you	
a	long	answer.	No,	you	should	
not	see	him	again.	No,	you	
should	not	tell	his	girlfriend.	I	
won’t	give	you	a	cliché	response	
like,	you	are	better	than	that	or	
he’s	horrible	and	doesn’t	
deserve	you.	Those	are	easy	
responses	we	give	to	complex	
situations.	
But,	I	will	say	this,	he	is	doing	

something	wrong	and	you	are	
doing	something	right.
People	who	cheat	are	insecure	
of	themselves	and	their	
relationship.	Often	times,	you	
see	this	situation	occur	with	the	
people	or	couple	you	least	
suspect.	The	confident	smiley	
one	or	the	bashful	sensitive	one,	
but	it	happens	more	often	than	
you	think.	These	people	who	
cheat	have	no	reverence	for	
what	is	sacred	and	fundamental	
about	a	relationship:	trust.	
If	they	can’t	have	trust	or	

truth	in	their	relationship	how	
can	you	ever	expect	the	same	
out	of	them?	Everything	they	
say	will	be	laced	with	the	
bitterness	of	the	actions	they	
are	committing.	They	will	lie,	
even	if	they	don’t	know	it,	and,	
yes,	they	will	cheat.	
That’s	not	to	say	they	are	not	

a	good	person.	Good	people	
constantly	make	bad	choices	
that	hurt	themselves	and	
others,	but	that	does	not	mean	
they	are	not	good.	They	become	
bad	people	when	they	are	not	
able	to	admit	to	themselves	or	
the	guilty	party	what	they’ve	
done.	
I	digress	for	a	moment;

Picture	a	door	that	he’s	about	to	
walk	out	of.	All	you	want	to	say	
is,	“Stay,	for	just	one	hour,	thirty	
minutes—five	minutes	longer!	
Make	me	feel	special	and	I’ll	
make	you	feel	special	too.	Hold	
me,	talk	to	me,	be	with	me,	it’s	
the	best	part	of	my	day!”	But,	
you	don’t.	You	watch	him	put	
on	his	shoes,	throw	on	his	
jacket	and	open	the	door.	He	
looks	up	at	you,	saying	the	same	
with	his	eyes,	but	not	with	his	
body.	And	then	he	leaves.	The	
door	shuts,	the	sound	of	its	
slam	echoes	through	the	space	
you	are	in,	and	you’re	alone.	In	
that	moment,	that	is	the	best	
thing	you	can	be.
If	he	can	let	you	go,	if	he	can	

cheat,	then	you	know	that	there	
will	never	be	anything	there	for	
a	relationship.	Consider	
yourself	lucky	to	learn	this	
lesson	now.	To	ask	questions	
and	to	emerge	again	stronger	
because	of	it.	Don’t	get	strung	
along.	Don’t	get	hung	up	on	the	
words	of	being	special,	unique,	
important,	whatever	they	say	to	
you.	They	cheat,	they	lie,	even	if	
they	are	good.	Therefore,	no,	
you	should	not	see	him	again.	
No,	you	should	not	tell	his	
girlfriend.	He	has	to	live	with	
the	guilt,	not	you.	And	trust	me,	
some	part	of	her	probably	
already	knows.
Sincerely,	Ms.	Marist

(P.S.	If	the	girlfriend	does	ask	
you,	tell	her.	Show	her	the	truth	
he	could	never	own	up	to.)
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Marist fashion, a program housed within
the School of Communication and the
Arts, has garnered significant recognition
from a multitude of media outlets within
the last year. The program, however, had
modest beginnings, according to a Sep.
1977 edition of the Marist Circle, which
states that the school’s first inkling of a
fashion program originated when nearby
women’s school Bennett College closed
and Marist agreed to “take in” Bennett
fashion students.
Since then, the program has grown

exponentially; as of Fall 2017, 563 Marist
students are either majoring or minoring
in fashion design or merchandising, as
stated by Jared Todisco, the Marist
College Reports Manager for Institutional
Research and Planning. In this year alone,
the program was ranked within the top
50 fashion programs internationally
by Business of Fashion, students in the
program have appeared on national
television as part of an “upcycling
competition” on Good Morning
America, and Marist’s “FM/AM” magazine
has been awarded multiple prestigious
honors by the Association for Education
in Journalism and Mass Communication
as well as the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association. The cumulative message of
these accomplishments is obvious: Marist
fashion is flourishing.
Radley Cramer has witnessed a

tremendous amount of growth within the
department during his 13 years serving
as the Fashion Program Director. “During
this time, we have more than doubled
enrollment, expanded our curriculum and
study abroad options, and became
recognized recently as one of the top 50
fashion schools in the world,” he says. “It
has been and remains an honor to lead
such an amazing team of faculty in our
goal of preparing our students to enter
the global fashion industry.”

Melissa Halvorson has been a member of
Marist fashion’s distinguished faculty for
ten years, and serves as a Professor and
Special Projects Coordinator within the
department. She teaches students in a
variety of topics, including sustainability
in fashion, knitwear design, textiles,
visual merchandising, and writing for
fashion and magazine production.
Halvorson believes that, though the
program has received more accolades
lately, it has been constantly undergoing
development since being established at
Marist.
“I think it’s always been a very vital

program, with lots of exciting new things
happening, it’s just that now we’re
getting a little bit of recognition,”
Halvorson says. “So, I think it’s always
been in the state of evolution, it’s just
that, perhaps, due to some increased
visibility, people are seeing us, so that’s
really exciting. We, as a program, have
always been interested in change, and
progress. That’s the nature of the
industry, but it’s also how we operate
here, we have to always be on top of
what’s next, what’s new.”
Fellow Marist Fashion faculty member,

Jamie Perillo, who teaches fashion design
students, agrees that the program is
continuously progressing. “We’re
constantly adjusting the curriculum to
meet the needs of the students to be
prepared to enter the fashion industry,”
she says. “We’re constantly updating
what we’re teaching, constantly looking
for new opportunities for students to get
into the industry… internships, we’re
always bringing as many critics and
designers into the department as we
can…it’s a different version of that every
year. We’re always updating studio
equipment, trying to get the most
modern equipment that students will see

great impact on the students, because
right now, especially my grade, we’re
very cramped in our rooms, there’s only
like four tables for us to all work at,” she
says. “[In the new building] we’re going
to have a studio for textile design and a
studio for sewing, and a studio for just
doing regular work and a giant digital lab.
It will help students out a lot, and help
people get work done faster.”
Perillo echoes these sentiments.
“We’re a little bit limited in what we can
offer, and equipment we can purchase
and house in our current space, so the
new building will allow us to do even
more,” she says. Halvorson is also
anticipating the change in location, as she
believes it will contribute to the
expansion of the program.
“I think that the building will be a

catalyst for even more attention, which is
what we’ve always craved, and that
sounds a little craven, I guess, but when
you work so hard and you know that
you’re doing are really, really fun and
exciting things and that students are
having a really valuable experience, you
want people to know about it. Not so
much for accolades, but because you want
the students’ education to be perceived
as valuable,” she shares.
The growth of the program will not end

with the construction of the new Steel
Plant studios, however. There has been,
and will always be, a push for the
program to become even more adept.
“The fashion show, the Silver Needle
Runway…that needs to look like it’s
happening in New York City, even if it’s
happening in the Civic Center in
Poughkeepsie,” says Halvorson. “Our
magazine, our other endeavors…they
have to be really polished and to industry
standard, and so evolution of the
program naturally follows that, I think.
We have high, high expectations.”
These high expectations left a lasting

impression on Jennifer “Jenn” Kuzara, a
Marist alumna who graduated in 1996
and studied fashion design and
merchandising. She believes that
“learning to think creatively and
innovatively while having a good
business sense,” were the primary ideas
that her time as a Marist fashion student
impressed upon her. Kuzara also believes
that there have been positive
interdisciplinary contributions to the
program’s curriculum. “I feel it has
expanded into a positive direction in
regards to business and communication,”
she says.
Cramer believes the development of

the program has contributed to even
more opportunities for students. “Aside
from continued growth in enrollment, our
students now benefit from an ability to
better chart their academic course
toward their destinations within the
fashion industry,” he states. However,
aside from the new Steel Plant, the
program still has many more surprises to
come. “We also have some additional new
international options that we hope to tell
our students about in the near future,”
Cramer says.
Between the new building and even

more opportunities for growth,
Halvorson is optimistic about the future
of this already flourishing program. “We
want to be encouraging students to
innovate, then execute, and become
makers and doers,” she says. “That’s the
part that’s exciting for me.”

FM/AM,	Fashion	Magazine	at	Marist
BY MADISON ZOEY 

VETTORINO
Lifestyles Editor

From Underdog To 
Internationally Recognized, 
Marist Fashion Flourishes

http://library.marist.edu/archives/MHP_new/theCircle/pdfs/1977_9_8.pdf
http://www.marist.edu/publicaffairs/11917fashionprogramtop50.html
http://www.marist.edu/publicaffairs/112117gmadesigncompetition.html
https://www.marist.edu/commarts/fashion/fashion_magazine.html
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Domestic Violence Response Program 
Expands, Almost All Dutchess Police

STUDENT LIFE

BY LUKE CARBERRY MOGAN 
SPJ NEWS SERVICE  

A	common	misconception	with	ROTC	is	that	members	are	required	to	commission.	Cadets	are	only	required	to	
commission	if	they	receive	an	Army	ROTC	scholarship	or	enter	the	Army	ROTC	Advanced	Course.

The Dutchess County Legislature’s
Citizens’ Advisory Committee on Domestic
Violence projects to have all 15 Dutchess
police departments trained under their
Lethality Assessment Program (LAP) for
responding to domestic violence calls by
April 2018.
Installed in May 2014, the program

trains police officers to assess the risk of
escalating violence or even death for
victims of domestic violence. After
evaluating victims’ responses to an 11-
question survey, officers refer them to a
resource hotline and collaborate with
social services to coordinate safety
planning.
Currently, 13 of the 15 Dutchess County

law enforcement agencies have completed
the LAP training.
“Since [our November] meeting, we’ve

trained Pine Plaines, Red Hook, Rhinebeck,
and we got in touch with Millerton and
Millbrook…[to train them] in March and
April,” said Universal Response to
Domestic Violence Project Coordinator
Kaitlin Rodriques.“That’s 100 percent of
law enforcement agencies in Dutchess.”
Created by the Maryland Network

Against Domestic Violence (MNADV) in
2003, LAP protocol pushes police to
communicate with victims the amount of
danger they are in. Procedure even
justifies an officer telling high-risk victims
that people in similar situations have been
killed.
Lethality screenings gauge risk for

victims by asking them questions relating
to histories of abuse, death threats, the
abuser’s emotional stability, and whether
the abuser owns or can obtain a gun.
The LAP model stemmed from Johns

Hopkins University researcher, Jacquelyn
Campbell, shows that findings that only
four percent of domestic violence
homicide victims sought supportive
services, in which officers had responded
to previous domestic violence calls in 50
percent of these cases.
Dutchess County police and social

workers cooperate to encourage victims to
seek family and shelter services or speak
to a counselor. Campbell found the re-
assault of victims dropped by 60 percent if
they went into a shelter. It is still up to the
victim to call into the LAP hotline or seek
further assistance.

In a Nov. 2015 memo to Dutchess
County Chairmen Rob Rolison- now
Poughkeepsie mayor- and the
Legislature, the Committee on Domestic
Violence cited 402 victims within the
county being “identified as experiencing
elevated risk for being killed or seriously
injured.”
The memo goes on to state, “77 percent

of those victims chose to speak to a
hotline worker on scene and received
immediate access to safety planning and
support.”
At a time when the national average

was only 29 percent, 66 percent of
Dutchess County victims continued
seeking support through the hotline in
2015.
Only seven of the Dutchess police

departments were trained at the time of
the memo. Now, 13 of the 15 agencies are
trained, including: the Sheriff’s Office,
New York State Police, Hyde Park, East
Fishkill, Town of Poughkeepsie, Town of
Fishkill, Village of Wappingers Falls,
Village of Fishkill, City of Beacon, Pine
Plains, City of Poughkeepsie, Red Hook,
and Rhinebeck.
In the last quarter of 2017, 932

Domestic Incident Reports (DIR) and 534
lethality assessments were completed.

An officer can decide on his/her own
to administer a lethality assessment, but
cases involving repeat offenders and
intimate partners raise the priority to do
so; 45 to 50 percent of Dutchess County
cases involved intimate partners.
Of the 534 lethality screenings, 213
victims screened in based on protocol or
an officer’s belief.
“Pine Plains we trained in December,

and they implemented [LAP]
immediately, so they started using it
[about] an hour later after we left,” said
Rodriques.
Pine Plains, a recent addition to the

LAP trained police agencies, had one
domestic violence screening in the last
quarter of 2017.
“As we understand, [Pine Plains] only

gets like four or five domestic [violence
calls] a year, and one of them happened
right after we left,” said Director of
Domestic Violence Services in Dutchess
County Leah Feldman.
The four law enforcement agencies

with the most domestic violence
assessments in the last 2017 quarter
and overall are (2017 quarter, overall):
the City of Poughkeepsie (141, 1415),
the New York State Police (192, 1801),
the Town of Poughkeepsie (178, 2074),

and the Dutchess County Sheriff’s Office
(161, 2235).
Since the LAP’s installation in May

2014 to December 2017, a total of 9,937
DIRs have been completed with 4,973
lethality screenings. Forty-four percent
of victims have been screened in using
the LAP.
For 2009, the state of Maryland’s

lethality screenings totaled 10,947,
with more than 50 percent of victims
qualifying as high-risk cases.
Although Dutchess County numbers

for victims who speak with domestic
violence hotline workers have been
below the national average of 76
percent, the retention rates of victims
who seek further services -61 (2017
quarter) and 69.9 (overall) percent- has
always been higher than the LAP
national average of 29 percent.
“I remember when this was only an

idea,” said Dutchess County Legislator
Marge Horton, R-East Fishkill, about
having Dutchess-wide LAP training for
law enforcement.

Senior Fashion Student Profiles: 
Melissa Armistead

STUDENT PROFILE 

BY MAKENA GERA 
Staff Writer 

Fashion Design and Fashion Merchandising major, Melissa Armistead

was either textile design or knitwear
design, which I’m in now. These
additional outlets, electives for design
majors and anyone who want to take
them, really supplement our design work.
In textile design we did a lot of
manipulating fabrics and learning
different techniques. We don’t get to do it
during our portfolio classes because we
don’t have time, so it was really fun - it
was like playtime.
What do you want to do in the

future? The next five years? 10 years?
I would actually like to get a master’s in
business. I think I want to design for a
few years and then maybe try to get my
master’s abroad. I studied abroad in Paris
and I fell in love with the city so it’d be
great to be able to go there for few years
and then come back. I think at some point
my end goal would be to start my own
company and have my own line, and I
think that getting the business degree and
knowing the entrepreneurial side of
running business would really help me
with that.
What advice do you have for younger

students, or prospective students,
hoping to pursue fashion design?
It’s difficult, and it’s definitely not for
everyone. Don’t be discouraged and
always keep working. If you work hard
and manage your time, you’ll really find
yourself. It’s a lot of work but it’s worth it
in the end.

Senior Fashion major Melissa Armistead
answers questions on why she started
fashion designing, her design aesthetic,
hopes for the future, and everything in
between.
What made you want to get into

fashion and why did you start
designing?
Honestly, I’ve always loved to create things
and to make things with my hands. So I
was between fashion design, architecture,
and interior design, and senior year I
decided to take a fashion design course
and that was it! I realized that fashion was
for me.
From what, or who, do you find

inspiration?
I take a lot of my inspiration either from
architecture or the environment. So this
year I focused on going back to the natural
side and the environment in my three
portfolios. The tree of life is my current
inspiration, so I incorporate a lot of
cultural themes that you can find out in
nature.
What’s your design aesthetic?

I’m very minimal, but not in a bad way. It’s
more sophisticated and a have a bit older
of a target customer - she’s very chic, very
classy, and a little simpler.
What’s been some of the highlights of

your design career here at Marist?
I prefer the sewing side of fashion a lot
more to the portfolio side (I think everyone
has a preference of either drawing or
sewing). But I would say my favorite class

Do you have a favorite piece that
you’ve designed?
I do a lot of jumpsuits, and I think this year
my jumpsuit is probably one of my favorite
pieces. I did a jumpsuit sophomore year,
one junior year, and now again for my
senior collection I have another one, and
they’ve definitely evolved over the years.
If you could work for any designer,

brand, or fashion house, who would it be
and why?
If I could go luxury I would definitely pick
Céline. I think we have a very similar
aesthetic and I love what they’re doing. I am
little upset that Phoebe Philo left, and I
don’t know where that’s going to leave
them. But prior to that, my choice would
definitely be Céline hands-down. But I
would also love to work for a more casual
brand, like Rag & Bone or Theory.
If you could have lunch with anyone in

the fashion industry, who would it be
and why?
Phoebe Philo. I love her, and she’s done
amazing things in the industry. I would love
to pick her brain and find out everything
that goes into her design process and what
she’s done.
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Kristen Reilly is a junior political
science major from Mahopac, NY. Not
only is she a member of the women’s
soccer team at Marist College, but
she has been a key asset to the team
since her freshman year.
Reilly has started in 42 of the 57

games played since her freshman
year, tallying up 1423 minutes on the
field and 38 shots on goal. Reilly,
number 3 for the Red Foxes, has been
playing soccer since she was just 6
years old. Reilly described her
decision to play college soccer,
stating: “It was the end of eighth and
early ninth grade, that’s when you
had to make the decision to play in
college.”
Reilly looked at different division

two schools, as she had been told she
was too small to play Division I.
Reilly stated: “The Division I aspect
scared me a little bit. I had looked at
Division I schools before and they
told me that I wasn’t the right size
for Division I. They didn’t think I
could handle it, I also didn’t think I'd
get a lot of playing time.”
After meeting with Marist she

decided to give it a shot, and
immediately was given the playing
time. She started almost every game
her freshman year, and racked up the
most points of her college career.
As a student athlete, Reilly and her
teammates struggle to compete with
a normal college career, constantly
practicing even in off season, and
finding time to study. Reilly stated
that she is constantly studying and
working on homework while
travelling with the team, and even in
the locker room before a game.
“It’s really demanding scheduling

wise, especially in the off-season
because we practice all of the off-
season and the lifting is a lot heavier
which takes a toll on you.”
Reilly is excited for the upcoming

year and being one of the few seniors
on the team, taking on more
responsibility and showing the
underclassmen how to take on such a
demanding schedule.

Kristen 
Reilly

BY	MOLLY	STREET
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“My dad was born and raised in 
Cairo—and he ended up playing for 
the Egyptian national team. That’s 
how I got into soccer growing up. 

He was never the type of father to 
push me or make me do drills, but 

he has always been as encouraging 
as possible.”

Class of 2019, Bachelor of Arts in Digital Media, 
Marist College Soccer Midfield/Forward
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FEATURE 
Abby Eslayed, Class of 2019 is 

photographed by Moira Margolis and 
Chun-Li ‘Ken’ Huang  for Marist 

Business Review. Feature by Tara 
Guaimano.  
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NHL Players Exempt 
from 2018 Olympics 

SPORTS

People watch the Olympics every four
years to discover new stories, but also
to see familiar faces. While hockey has
tried to create those new stories, the
only thing the viewers really care
about are the familiar faces that are
missing from 23rd Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, South Korea.
Those who tune in to watch Olympic

hockey are either the atypical,
borderline obsessed, hockey fan who
knows all about the shot percentage of
the ninth best prospect in Slovenia, or
the fan who knows that hockey is
popular, and would rather check it out
over the biathlon. Then comes the
typical hockey fan: the one who
watches the NHL, who make up a good
majority of Olympic hockey viewers.
They want to see Patrick Kane, Connor
McDavid, Sidney Crosby and
Alexander Ovechkin, the biggest stars
the NHL has to offer.
However, those superstars, along

with roughly 750 of the world’s best
hockey professionals aren’t present at
these winter games. In an article from
April 2017, Nicholas Cotsonika of
NHL.com noted that the NHL made the
decision to remove its players from
Olympic competition after “no
meaningful dialogue [on the issue]
materialized” between the Players’
Association, the International Olympic
Committee, and the International Ice
Hockey Federation.
The league’s officials ultimately felt

that "The ultimate impact it had on the
game worldwide was negligible,“
according to the commissioner, Gary
Bettman. Those favorite players are
still in uniform, suiting up and
showing up every night for games that
NHL officials know really matter. This
Olympic issue isn’t in the league to fix.
The NHL got what they wanted:

BY WILL BJARNAR
Staff Writer

a season that continues, with its only
interruption coming at the brief All-
Star intermission, rather than a large
chunk of February where their best
players fly
overseas. Not to mention, an event
where a history of major injuries to big-
name players is apparent. The benefits
for the league are nonexistent, minimal
at best.

The next negotiation has to come
from the IOC, and the argument has to
be well-thought out. You could say that
the IOC has to make them an offer they
can’t refuse. There’s no telling how long
the NHL could sit out of the Olympics,
but as long as they do, the event that
people used to long to see with
continue to slip. Arenas will continue to
fill up to just about half of their total
capacity.
The level of competition will

continue to plummet. Viewers will
continue to flip their channel, electing
to watch reruns of “That ‘70s Show”
over the Olympics, a program that NBC
has been pushing since its last
installment came to a close four years
ago. Having watched a good portion of
the Olympic hockey events, I couldn’t
tell you one name that stuck with me,
nor made any discernible impression
on me. If you find someone that can, I’d
love to chat with them and pick their
hockey brain.
It has become startlingly clear that

hockey has lost the Olympic edge it
once had. The competition once
mirrored that of a Stanley Cup
matchup, and the viewership was
nearly its equal. As we creep closer to
matches that will determine who gets
the medal around their neck,
maybe popularity will resurface, and
maybe people will care enough to tune
in. Until the numbers reflect the hopes
of the IOC, hockey will continue to be
the Olympics’ (and NBC’s) main
liability.

CONTACT AUTHOR OF THIS ARTICLE
AT writethecircle@gmail.com

Marist Republican Club 
Response to Bill O’Reilly’s 

Honorary Degree Retraction

CAMPUS POLITICS

the honorary degree previously awarded
to famed author and television host and
noted Marist Alumnus Bill O’Reilly. These
concerns will be outlined in the
proceeding document.
As Republicans, we hold up as a central
political virtue the ideal of justice,
specifically as it manifests in the principles
of the rule of law and due process. As such,
it is important that those who are accused
of sexual harassment are given the
opportunity to defend themselves in a
court of law, in the context of a trial that is
fair to both the accusers and the accused,
and that they are found guilty if the
requisite evidence is brought to bear and
innocent if it is not. We must avoid, at all
costs, trying and convicting people in the
court of public opinion, which is anathema
to all of the principles previously
articulated.
Further, we understand the difficult
situation in which the Marist College
Board of Trustees has been placed in the
aftermath of the sexual harassment
allegations made against Bill O’Reilly. Mr.
O’Reilly is perhaps Marist’s most famous
alumnus, and as such it is easy to
understand how his public behavior can
serve as a reflection of our college
community. As President David Yellen said
in his memorandum to the Marist
community, “Any form of sexual
harassment or abuse is deeply contrary to
the values of Marist College”.
It is also important to us as Republicans
that those in positions of power, who are
trusted to make difficult decisions in these
difficult situations, make those decisions
with the best and purest intentions,
exercising right judgement and resisting
the temptation to virtue signal. In this
post-Weinstein era, there has emerged a
new focus on the horrors of sexual
harassment and the importance of
protecting victims thereof. This new focus
is, of

BY MARIST COLLEGE 
REPUBLICAN CLUB

Opinion Columnist 

To the Marist College Board of Trustees,
the Yellen Administration, and all those
who the matter may concern,
We members of the Marist College

Republicans Club understand the pain
caused by sexual harassment. We support
and sympathize with anyone, man or
woman, who is victimized by sexual
harassment or abuse. Further, we support
any action that Marist College chooses to
take going forward to address the
pressing issue of sexual harassment and
misconduct on this campus. We do,
however, have some significant concerns
about the Marist College Board of
Trustees’ decision to revoke

course, a profoundly positive
development, and we should all do our
part to ensure that this popular
momentum translates into decisive
cultural progress. This cultural progress
cannot be actualized, however, through
inconsistent and empty gestures.
If the Marist College Board of Trustees
has voted to revoke the honorary degree
previously awarded to Mr. O’Reilly
because they are truly concerned about
sexual harassment, then the move is
justified. If, however, this action was
designed simply to humiliate and punish
Mr. O’Reilly because of his political
persuasion at a time where the court of
public opinion has made it possible to do
so, then the move is unjustifiable and
wholly unacceptable.

would respond that the Board of
Trustees certainly has the capacity to
procure the necessary funds to replace
these donations.
We further call on the Board of
Trustees, in the name of intellectual
consistency, to revoke the honorary
degree previously awarded to former
New York Governor Eliot Spitzer, who
was reported in 2008 to have been
caught on a federal wiretap arranging
to meet with a prostitute. It was
eventually revealed that investigators
believed that Governor Spitzer had
payed up to $80,000 over the course of
several years for prostitution services.
Governor Spitzer later resigned as
governor, and the Department of Justice
declined to prosecute him. Further still,
The Board of Trustees should

Of course, there is no way for any of us to
know the true intentions of those who
voted to revoke this honorary degree, or
of those who signed the petition
demanding that they do so. Instead, we
must determine whether this
administration is motivated by legitimate
concern or cynical opportunism based off
of whatever actions they take going
forward to combat the very real threat of
sexual harassment and assault felt by
hundreds of men and women on this
campus. If appropriate action is taken to
make Marist a safer place for all students,
while still respecting the rights to due
process and the assumption of innocence
afforded to all of us by our Constitution,
then the Marist College Republicans Club
stands behind the administration.
Conversely, if no such action is taken, or if
it becomes apparent by the rhetoric of
those in support of this revocation that
this action was politically motivated and
partisan in nature, then the Marist College
Republicans Club firmly and categorically
denounces this action and demands that
the administration reconsider its position
and act in the best interest of the Marist
College Community.
As long as this decision stands, we call on
the administration of Marist College to
follow to its natural conclusion the
internal logic of their decision. If Mr.
O’Reilly’s actions are so reprehensible that
it is necessary for the administration to
distance itself from him, then they must
also be so reprehensible that they cannot,
in good conscience, benefit from the
donations made by Mr. O’Reilly to the
school. We should expect, therefore, that
the Marist College Board of Trustees,
should it choose not to reconsider their
decision, will decline to accept any future
donations from Mr. O’Reilly, and will also
be returning all previously accepted
donations promptly. While there are those
who would argue that this action would
only punish the students who benefit from
Mr. O’Reilly’s donations through
scholarships, we

examine the actions of everyone who
has ever received an honorary degree
from Marist College, in the interest of
preserving Marist’s image, of
combating sexual harassment, and of
course of intellectual consistency.
While the Marist College Republicans
Club is willing to grant some leniency
to public figures for their personal
shortcomings, as no one of us is perfect,
we are unwilling to tolerate the
application of this leniency in an
inconsistent and possibly biased
manner.
We offer this statement not in defense
of the actions which Mr. O’Reilly is
alleged to have committed, or as an
attempt to provide cover for a political
actor with whom we at least in part
agree. Further, we do not take breaking
with our administration in such a
public way lightly. We offer this
statement in the hopes that it will act
as a voice of calm, of reason, and of
prudence in this tumultuous time—and
because we feel that it is our duty as
concerned citizens who value truth and
virtue. In pursuance of our dedication
to the axiomatic values of free speech
and honest, open political discourse,
we invite any and all discussion of this
matter.
Most sincerely and respectfully;

Marist College Republican Club

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
THE ARTICLE CONTACT
AUTHOR AT
circlefeatures@gmail.com

Bill	O’Reilly,	photo	courtesy	of	NBC	News
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Riots in Philly: A Glaring Example of the 
Racial Double Standard in America

BY EMILY ROSATO
Contributor 

The fourth of February is a day that
will go down in Philadelphia history:
The Eagles won their first Super Bowl
ever, beating the Patriots in a
commendable 41-33 score. The riots
that followed would have also gone
down in Philadelphia history,
infamously, for being violent,
disgraceful, and immoral, if they
weren’t in celebration of a football win.
Fortunately for Philly fans, rioting is
only condemned by the country and
met with police brutality when it is in
response to a basic human right––the
right to live––being violated.
Sunday night, hoards of boisterous
Eagles fans took to the streets of
Philadelphia to celebrate their first
Super Bowl win, but the night plunged
into chaos after only an hour. What
took place was a riot in its most
extreme form.
Fans of the Philadelphia Eagles did

not hesitate to flip cars, break
department store windows, set
fireworks in the streets, rip lampposts
from the ground, loot and destroy gas
stations, punch police horses in the
face, climb on awnings until they
collapsed, block off the streets,
vandalize public property, start fires in
the roads, knock down traffic lights,
and throw rocks and glass bottles at
police officers. The violent commotion
was met with gentle pleas of “Go home”
from policemen, news outlets such as
Fox News calling the riot “a joyous
party that got rowdy”, jokes across
social media that found the heinous
acts funny, and a mere three arrests.
These responses may not seem
outrageous or out of the ordinary –
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unless compared to the responses
generated over some of the Black Lives
Matter riots which were similar in
fashion to the “celebrations” of Eagles
fans.
The Black Lives Matter (BLM)

movement, as defined by the
organization itself, is a member-led
organization whose mission is to build
local power and to intervene in violence
inflicted on Black communities by the
state and vigilantes, working for a
world where Black lives are no longer
systematically targeted for demise.
Over two thousand BLM protests and
other demonstrations have taken place
across the United States, yet the ones in
Ferguson, Missouri and Baltimore,
Maryland, which resulted in rioting, are
the ones people turn their attention
towards; often condemning the BLM
movement for “inciting violence ”. It
should be noted that the same
arguments have been used in the past
by detractors of Martin Luther King.

POUGHKEEPSIE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 2018

The Olympics have an edge; or so it
would seem. Not being on television
every year gives the event an aspect that
typical sports viewers aren’t used to. It’s
refreshing, cool, different, and
oftentimes, entertaining. I don’t know
what it is about curling, but it grabs my
attention like no other Olympic sport can
do. For you, that sport may be figure
skating, luge, or alpine skiing. The
bottom line is, for sports fans, it’s difficult
to find something about the Olympics
that is not worth watching.

Unfortunately for the typical TV
watcher and especially the Olympics, that
sentiment is not popular, nor is it shared.
For some, the Olympics are just not
appealing, and I’m sure some could make
a case they’re unwatchable.

Every four years the Olympics
reintroduces us to personalities like
Lindsey Vonn and Shaun White; it takes
over the time slots of our favorite shows.
We used to be excited because it was
new, and we had something intriguing to
latch onto: storylines. With snowboarder
Chloe Kim, Red Gerard, and the self-
defined “glamazon bitch” Adam Rippon,
their storylines are completely made for
TV. They are handcrafted for the typical
viewer: that person sitting at home on a
Thursday night with nothing on the DVR
to watch.
It has been a long time coming for the

Olympics to decline. According to Sports
Media Watch, “the Olympics averaged a
combined 22.2 million viewers in
primetime, a 6% drop since 2014… [and]
the audience on the flagship NBC
network is averaging 19.9 million, the
smallest viewership since 1992.” It’s
undeniable that

people will continue to tune into the
Olympics, the question is for how much
longer? The things keeping viewers engaged
are those TV-made storylines, but the
component missing and driving people
away is the lack of international rivalry.In an
article by The Atlantic, written by
Krishnadev Calamur, he examines what has
made the Olympics begin to fall off the
national television pedestal which is
typically occupied every four years. The
article, headlined “The Olympics Do Not
Matter,” recalls the events of previous
Olympics, specifically the 1972 basketball
debacle where the United States was
famously cheated
out of a victory, and the 1980 “Miracle on
Ice” hockey match in Lake Placid.
The thing about these events that

captured the attention of viewers
everywhere was the somewhat convenient
fact that they both happened in the midst of
the Cold War, which fueled a fiery rivalry
between the United States and the Soviet
Union. This is what made it all the more
special. The USSR team had won the gold in
five of the six previous winter games, and in
the midst of the Cold War, a United States
victory over the Soviet Union felt like more
of a victory for the nation, not just the
hockey team. The rivalry between the
nations themselves translated onto the

In the winter games, this used to apply to
hockey, until the NHL removed their players
from national team consideration.
Competitive matchups between countries in
turn garners a more entertaining viewing
experiences around the world.
To circle back to the athlete storyline

piece, talents like Usain Bolt weren’t created
for television, they were built to be an
athlete. His story was written through
speed and gold medals, not through a
charming personality and a teleprompter.
These stories are not staged, but they
almost feel like they are. The reason for this
could simply be the nature of this group of
athletes on display for these winter games
in Pyeongchang. What I know is that
without the possibility for compelling
rivalries each night, the Olympics will
continue to “not matter.” The combination
of the competition and the athlete
personalities that the summer games have
perfected is what causes them to be a
success.
The winter games aren’t prioritized like

they used to be. The six percent dip in
ratings isn’t killing them. However, 19.9
million nightly viewers still remains the
lowest since the 1992 games in Barcelona.
For typical programs these types of
numbers would be cause for celebration.
The NBA Finals drew 20.4 million
throughout last years series, and the 2017
World Series drew in 18.9. These are some
of the biggest events year after year in
sports, and the Olympics currently sit right
between them. However, as an event that is
anticipated for four years, 19.9 million just
isn’t enough. We will have to see where the
viewership sits on Feb. 25 when the games
come to a close. If it stands pat, something
will have to give come 2022.

The Downfall of the Winter Olympics 
BY WILL BJARNAR

Staff Writer

WINTER OLYMPICS  

The march that began in Ferguson,
Missouri as a non violent protest in
response to the police killing of
Michael Brown, was initially met with
militaristic force. Police came armed
to the fullest, brandishing pistols,
shotguns, automatic rifles, and tear
gas. They also used armored vehicles
to instill intimidation within the
crowds of unarmed protesters. This
was not the response of police while
Eagles fans were destroying the city
of Philadelphia over a football game.
The mayor of Philadelphia spoke out
saying only three arrests were made,
yet there were over a hundred arrests
in Ferguson, the majority not for
arson or burglary, but for refusal to
disperse, according to a
poll released by the Washington Post.
Of course, the Ferguson protests took
place over the course of eleven days,
but the average number of arrests per
day for refusal to disperse in –

Ferguson, Missouri –– keep in mind
failure to disperse was a major
problem faced by police in
Philadelphia too–– was 6.8; more than
double the arrests that occurred
Sunday night. There were even as high
as nineteen arrests in a single day for
this offense in Ferguson, seventeen on
two other nights, and fourteen on
another. A man named Josh Williams
was sentenced to eight years in prison
for setting a fire during the protest in
Ferguson, but was anyone arrested for
the fire that was started in the middle
of a street in Philly? Probably
not. Why is it acceptable to go
absolutely crazy to the point of
destroying public property and
throwing bottles at police officers
when celebrating a football victory,
but non-violent protesters gathering
to end police brutality and racial
injustice is cause for rifles, tear gas,
and police intimidation? An officer
who was present for the celebrations
in Philadelphia made a statement
saying, “Tens of thousands came out
and celebrated this amazing victory
last night, and but for a handful of bad
actors the celebration was peaceful
and jubilant.” Why has the entire Black
Lives Matter movement been
continuously chastised for being
violent, even though thousands of
completely peaceful marches and
protests have been held? Why not
blame the chaos that erupted during a
few of these protests on “bad actors”
as well? Even our President has been
silent on the matter of the dangerous
rioting by Eagles fans, but in a Fox
News interview with Bill O’Reilly,
Trump says Black Lives Matter
members are “looking for trouble”.
The blatant differences in the way
both riots are represented and
responded to proves that there is a

clear racial double standard that is—
plaguing our country. The President
of the Black Lives Matter
organization commented on this
unjust discrimination in an
interview with Newsweek stating,
“Somehow, it seems there’s a line
drawn in the sand where destruction
of property because of a sports
victory is OK and acceptable in
America. However, if you have
people who are fighting for their
most basic human right, the right to
live, they will be condemned.”
This contrast has also been

commented on by Liz Posner, editor
of the news magazine AlterNet, and
writer for Forbes, who said, “Riots
following major sports events are
generally reported with humor and
exasperation, while those triggered
by police shootings are used as an
excuse to pathologize the Black Lives
Matter movement and the black
community.”
Rioting, defined as a violent
disturbance of the peace by a crowd,
is never permissible under any
circumstance. It is the wrong way to
get any point or message across. It is
caused within both BLM protests
and Eagles fans’ celebrations by a
select few ‘bad apples’.

CONTINIUE READING ON
MARISTCIRCLE.COM

Police officers during riot in Philadelphia post-Super Bowl win. Photo Source: 
nydailynews.com

“Without the possibility for compelling 
rivalries each night, the Olympics will 

continue to “ “not matter’.”

court and the ice, causing some of the
greatest matchups in Olympic history. If the
trade off in getting compelling and
captivating hockey is entering a war, the
benefits obviously don’t outweigh the
cost. If only there was some way to create a
new kind of story, one that actually
involved the sport and rivalry between
opposing nations, rather than the cute
snowboarder who tweets mid-competition,
the Olympics may see the excitement it
once had begin to reemerge.
The summer Olympics have an upper

hand on the winter games simply due to a
sense of familiarity people have with the
players participating, and potentially even
the fact that the sports are much more
popular. You have athletes like LeBron
James and Kevin Durant playing basketball,
one of the most popular sports in the world,
as well as others like Usain Bolt and Alyson
Felix, participating in track and field, a
sport that any athlete has known their
entire life. To go along with that, these
athletes who tend to be matched by others
from opposing countries have a higher
tendency to create much more exciting
competition. For example, the rising
number of international players in the NBA
has helped create a much greater chance for
closer matchups come Olympic time.

SUPERBOWL RIOTS  
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Film Review: 
Black Panther

Staff Writer

MOVIE REVIEW 

Director Ryan Coogler made his own

uniquely individualistic twist on a Marvel

movie and it is nothing short of amazing and

revolutionary, from the complex setting and

characters to the music and fashion. While

watching this film, I felt fully immersed and

realized just how special and important the

insanely advanced nation of Wakanda truly is.

The setting of Wakanda feels more like a

character than a setting. There are traditions

and distinct tribes of this nation that highlight

the different aspects of the technological

beauty of this nation. T’Challa (Chadwick

Boseman) has to not only be the deciding

factor in which direction he has to take his

nation in, but also must protect and defend the

home with the mantle of Black Panther. The

film focuses on T’Challa’s duality as king and

warrior of a secretive nation and the effects an

extremely vindictive outsider can have due to

T’Challa’s father’s severe mistake.

Each actor puts such a high level of care,

complexity and development into their

character. While the film does not mainly focus

on T’Challa as a character so much as its side

characters, Boseman’s T’Challa has a dynamic

perspective of how his nation should be led. He

struggles to choose a side in his nation’s

internal conflict of tradition vs. innovation. He

also has to deal with the issue of following in

his father’s footsteps as a king while making

his own mark. The women in this film are

integral to the plot and are never brushed to

the side. T’Challa’s sister, Shuri (Letitia

Wright), is such a refreshing take on the role of

the younger teenage sister. Wright’s portrayal

is caring, innovative, comedic and confident.

Her character helps create most of the

country’s technology and never takes a back

seat during the film. Wright knows when to

time each joke effectively and knows how to

show true emotion when a scene demands it.

She takes part in action sequences and is never

told to let the adults handle things. Okoye

(Danai Gurira) is a loyal, determined,

compassionate and bold warrior, while also

serving as head of the Dora Milaje, Wakanda’s

elite all-female bodyguards/special forces.
Gurira’s performance is unique: she leads her

action sequences, never follows them and

highlights the struggles she goes through, such

as when she wants to care for her loved ones

but has to stay committed to her position.

Nakia (Lupita Nyong’o) is T’Challa’s ex-

girlfriend but is never portrayed as the damsel;

she is actually a Wakandian spy that knows

how to be both brutal in her fighting technique

and considerate when it comes to the love of

her country and T’Challa. Nyong’o reflects her

character’s desires for her country and shows

how she would rather have her country strive

for change than tradition.

Forest Whitaker's portrayal as Wakandan

shaman Zuri and Angela Bassett’s role as

Ramonda, Queen Mother of Wakanda and

mother to T’Challa and Shuri, both shine

brightly in their moments when they have to

support T'Challa with his vital decisions as

king. While Martin Freeman’s Agent Everett

Ross and Andy Serkis’s Ulysses Klaue were

wonderful additions as side characters, the

film’s most significant character, aside from

T’Challa, was the American outsider known as

Erik Killmonger (Michael B. Jordan). Jordan’s

performance was the most fascinating and

heartfelt villain Marvel has seen since Tom

Hiddleston’s Loki in Thor. Jordan’s portrayal as
Killmonger made me feel such a great level of

sympathy for the character and how he feels he

was wronged by Wakanda in a way. A film’s

hero is only as good as it’s villain, and Jordan

knocks it out of the park in this film. The best

villains also make you understand their

perspectives and motivations, and Jordan

presents a villain where you slightly see his

own reasoning behind his own perspective and

motivation due to the cards he’s been dealt in

life.

The film’s music composed by Ludwig

Goransson is deeply-rooted in a type of African

percussion and choral sounds, which highlights

the characters’ personalities and their specific

culture.

The album for this film has a mix of R&B and

hip-hop, with stars such as Kendrick Lamar,

Schoolboy Q, Jay Rock, SZA, Khalid and many

more. This album gives a tone of revolution for

this film.

The costume designer, Ruth E. Carter,

displays distinct tones and styles for each

character’s personality and reflects Wakanda’s

hybrid culture of tradition and innovation,

especially with the uniforms worn by Dora

Milaje.

Director Ryan Coogler has constructed a film

that feels both separate yet connected to the

rest of the films in the Marvel cinematic

universe. Coogler’s tone mixes mostly with

tradition vs. innovation and develops each

character to see how they alter their own

perspectives of the world.

The film does have some flaws, such as pacing

and special effects, but they don’t diminish the

successful aspects of the film. The pacing

sometimes unevenly alternates from one action

sequence to a more character-driven scene.

Some of the special effects, such as the CGI, felt

a little cartoon-ish rather than completely

realistic. Finally, I felt that there needed to be

slightly more development with T’Challa in

some scenes.

Overall, the movie proves how superhero

films can be fresh, vibrant, truly

unconventional and don’t always have to set up

another film or stick to a specific type of

formula. This film strays away from the

formulated plot that Marvel movies are known

for by having its own original tone, distinct

personalities in its characters, questionably

agreeable motivations from its villain and a

great moral to the entire story. Coogler

provided a movie that should be common in the

film industry, but sadly is rarely seen.

Hopefully, this film helps usher in more stories

that reflect the world today.
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CONVERSE AND INFLUENCER MARKETING
A look at people of influence, the sneakers they wear, and how it affects you

SNEAKER REVIEW

During the Fall of 2017, it was

announced that Adidas passed Air

Jordan as the number two sneaker

brand. A monster move for the 3 Stripes

that has been in the works for some time

now is no doubt due to the popularity of

the ultra boost sneaker and the

influencer power of Kanye West and

Pharrell Williams.

A brand that was falling to the wayside

in the world of hyped Jordan releases

and innovative technology from the

minds of Nike basketball found a way to

distinguish itself and shoot to the top. In

2013 when Adidas poached Kanye from

Nike and paired its new boost

technology with the occult following

surrounding Ye, the Adidas Boost 350

“Turtle Dove” dropped onto the scene

and began a long line of success between

the two.

Although Forbes Magazine probably

has some other things to say about the

formula behind Adidas’ business savvy,

the main point of focus here is that

Adidas was able to leverage the virality

and popularity of one of culture’s biggest

stars to achieve business success. This

move tells us a lot about how we, the

consumer, choose to make purchases.

Our perception of people like Ye and the

things they are aligned with help tell us

if we like it or not. Very simply put,

there’s this primal ‘connect the dots’

concept in our brains—

where we like the things that the people

we like, like. Like, get it? One brand

taking full advantage of this is Converse.

A rather underwhelming sneaker

brand, the Boston based company has—

relied heavily on the classic Chuck Taylor

All-Star and One Star silhouettes to keep

the lights on. Purchased officially by Nike

in 2003, the once niche sneaker brand

has recorded unexpectedly high profits

in recent years. The short answer to

their success is that they have been

partnering with the right people. Recent

deals with young, cool, alternative

influencers like Tyler, The Creator and

more recently West coast rapper, Vince

Staples have helped to solidify Converse

as a brand that understands the culture

and is in touch with the pulse of the

sneakerheads. Even more recently

Converse has teased images around two

new collaborations with A$AP Mob

member A$AP NAST and underground

Swedish rapper, Yung Lean. The two—

latest editions to the list of Converse

collaborators has shown that the

brand is Swedish rapper, Yung Lean.

The two latest editions to the list of

Converse collaborators has shown that

the brand is paying attention to the

culture and is definitely making the

right decisions.

Swedish rapper, Yung Lean. The two

latest editions to the list of Converse

collaborators has shown that the

brand is paying attention to the

culture and is definitely making the

right decisions.

Its ability to truly capture current

talented and sought-after social

figures has been its cornerstone in

marketing to today's consumer.

Without collaborations with people

like Vince and Tyler, Converse would

still be a boring, monochromatic,

archaic basketball sneaker. Now it's a

brand with more depth, influencer

power, new colorways and a brand

that has its fingers tight on the pulse of

sneaker culture.

Of course Converse isn’t the first

brand to pull this off, but they

undoubtedly are executing some of the

best collaborations in the sneaker

game right now.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
THE ARTICLE CONTACT AUTHOR
AT circlefeatures@gmail.com

BY MICHAEL CONWAY
Sports Editor
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“Kid Gorgeous,” John Mulaney
Knocks Out Radio City Run

COMMUNITY 

BY LUKE CARBERRY MOGAN
SPJ News Service 

David Bowie’s “Life on Mars?” on Radio
City’s massive theatre organ.
“Kid Gorgeous” and Mulaney’s previous

two specials demonstrate similar material
pertaining to transitioning into
adulthood, his father’s nonsensical
outburst, and obscure references.
“There is way too much to unpack here,”
Mulaney said about his father’s choice to
give him the sex-talk by comparing his
son to composer Leonard Bernstein’s
repressed lifestyle.
The comic also believes his father

murdered a Victorian-era ghost after
refusing to talk about their haunted
childhood home at dinner. Mulaney’s
common theme between all his specials-
and possibly his life mantra- is that
absurdity lies at the heart of maturity. At
35, he is walking proof.

The stories are new, but their coherent-
rapid-fire-punchline delivery bring a
sense of familiarity to them. When talking
about school assemblies- where people
with “no expertise…[would] for some
reason be allowed to talk”- of course,
Mulaney would go back and the insult
homicide of Detective J.J. Bittenbinder’s
appearance, who sometimes wore a
cowboy hat. When his friend’s college
emails were subpoenaed for a lawsuit with
a landlord, of course, Mulaney finds a way
to self-deprecatingly find the worst of two
evils
“The worst thing to read in court is an

email saying ‘see you at improv practice
tonight,’” said Mulaney, after sarcastically
offering to kill his friend’s landlord in the
same email.
After marrying his longtime girlfriend in

2014, Mulaney began incorporating the
topic into his act. The absurdity of
Mulaney’s career stands strong within the
maturity his age provides- “I had to ask my
wife whether it was okay to talk about her
[in my act] …”
Even Mulaney’s observational humor is

not impervious to the influence of today’s
politics. Repeating a riff from his June 9
interview with Stephen Colbert, the “Oh,
Hello” star likens the president to a “a
horse loose in a hospital.”
“There are some days we don’t hear

from the horse, but then it’s like ‘wait, the
horse used the elevator?’” Mulaney said,
“and then the horse is like ‘I have fired the
horse catcher.’”
Without naming either President Trump

or North Korean leader Kim Jong-un,
Mulaney goes on to describe the horse’s
Twitter-war with a “pig somewhere else
with nuclear missiles.”
Overall, the development and year spent

on the road for “Kid Gorgeous” shows in
Mulaney’s performance. There are no
empty gaps of time between jokes in his
ironed-out act. If Mulaney wore his routine
like the suits he performs in, there would
be no wrinkles.

Lack of Emergency 
Procedure 
Awareness

School Safety Opinion 

BY HANNAH KIRK
Opinion Editor  

In recent years Marist College
has done a lot to increase
emergency resources available to
students. Marist emphasizes and
encourages the use of the
counseling center, and offers
programs during the weekly
Wednesday activity hour for rape
and sexual assault survivors, or
people facing issues in their lives.
The Office of Security and Safety
also has frequent fire drills to
ensure students know what to do,
and ensure alarms work properly.
Even following recent fires in
student houses on campus, signs
were put in each kitchen that read
“Keep an eye on what you fry” as a
reminder to take safety
precautions when cooking.
However, unfortunately, we

have been experiencing an
epidemic of school shootings
across the nation. Though media
and news outlets primarily cover
high school shootings, college on-
campus shootings persist.
As a sophomore, until this week,

I had never heard of anything
regarding the protocol situations
that involve an active shooter on
campus, and I am not alone. After
speaking with other students on
campus, I believe many students
also do not know what to do if
there were to be a violent situation
on campus.
Prior to entering Marist my

freshman year, I, as well as other
incoming freshmen, had to take an
online course about Title IX; where
signs of abuse, classification, and
resources are discussed. A bare
minimum solution to the lack of
knowledge of protocols could be
for incoming students to watch a
video explaining what to do.
Marist does have a video on what
to do during an active shooter
situation, which can be found
under the Safety and Security page
on the Marist website. However, I
was not made aware that this
resource was available until
writing this article, and based on
the statistics, I don’t think I am
alone.
The website also has a list of

four steps that people should
follow if there were to be an active
shooter situation; another
resource many students are likely
unaware of. Ultimately, while
Marist has drafted protocol and
made information available for
students, the school should take
steps to make this information
more accessible and visible to
students.

I	highly	encourage	everyone	to	
go	to	the	Safety	and	Security	page	
on	the	marist.edu	site	and	look	
further	into	how	to	keep	yourself	
safe	during	an	active	shooter	
emergency.	Here	is	the	list	Marist	
provides	of	what	you	should	do:	

Run:
If	you	can	get	out…DO	
IT	NOW!!!	Do	not	
hesitate!
Don’t	wait	for	others.
Have	an	escape	route	
and	plan	in	mind.
Leave	your	
belongings	behind.
Keep	your	hands	
visible.

Hide:	
Hide	in	an	area	out	of	
the	shooter’s	view.	If	
possible,	avoid	
trapping	yourself.
Block	entry	to	your	
hiding	place	and	lock	
the	doors.
Turn	off	the	lights	and	
be	quiet.
If	two	or	
more…spread	out	and	
develop	a	plan.

Fight:
As	a	last	resort	and	
only	when	your	life	is	
in	imminent	danger.
Attack	
aggressively…DO	NOT	
HESITATE!!!
Attempt	to	
incapacitate	the	
active	shooter.	Throw	
things,	yell,	or	use	
improvised	weapons.
DO	NOT	QUIT!!!

When	Law	Enforcement	
Arrives:

Remain	calm	and	
follow	instructions.
Raise	hands	and	
spread	fingers.
Avoid	quick	
movements,	pointing	
and	yelling.
Remember	that	they	
do	not	know	who	the	
shooter	is.

FOR	MORE	INFORMATION	ON	
THE	ARTICLE	CONTACT	
AUTHOR	AT	
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Senior Fashion Student 
Profiles: Gabrielle Amaturo

BY MAKENA GERA 
Staff Writer 
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Gabrielle	Amaturo	(Fashion	Design)

Senior Fashion major Gabrielle
Amaturo answers questions on why
she started fashion designing, her
design aesthetic, hopes for the future,
and everything in between.
What made you get into fashion,

and what made you want to start
designing?
I’ve been wanting to do design since I
was a baby, and I’ve being doing it ever
since. When I was really, really little I
was always drawing clothes; my
designs from when I was five years old
are hilarious compared to now.

What do you look to for
inspiration?

for her, and it still is. She’s the best and it
would definitely be my dream job to
work for her. Also, I hope it isn’t too
cliché,	but	I	would	love	to	sit	down	with	
Tim	Gunn.	He’s	great,	I’ve	met	him	a	
couple	times	and	he’s	really	nice	and	
funny.	He	fences	with	my	next-door	
neighbor,	and	it’s	a	funny	story,	but	I	
think	he’d	be	a	really	interesting	person	
to	talk	to.	I	would	love	 to	sit	down	with	
Tim	Gunn.	He’s	great,	I’ve	met	him	a	
couple	times	and	he’s	really	nice	and	
funny.	He	fences	with	my	next-door	
neighbor,	and	it’s	a	funny	story,	but	I	
think	he’d	be	a	really	interesting	person	
to	talk	to.	I	would	love	to	get	his	
opinions	and	his	feedback	on	some	of	my	
work.	
What	advice	to	you	have	for	

younger	students,	or	prospective	
students	looking	to	pursue	fashion	
design?
If	you	want	it,	go	for	it.	For	everything	
that	you	do	here,	whatever	you	put	into	
it	is	what	you’re	going	to	get	out	of	it.	If	
you	want	to	pursue	fashion	design	be	
ready	to	always	give	it	110%.	

things throughout the past few years,
interning and freelancing , so maybe after
school I may continue to
freelance for a little. But hopefully I’ll
always continue designing.
What has been the best part of your

fashion career here at Marist?
I don’t know, that’s so hard! There’s been
so many crazy things that have
happened; it’s been a long run, but I
guess it’s also gone pretty fast. A big
thing that happened this year was the
Good Morning America segment that my
friend Kate Norkeliunas and I were
featured on. We had the challenge of
taking apart a wedding dress and
upcycling it to make a new, completely
sustainable fashion-forward garment. It
was really hard to start of senior year
doing that because we were working on
our senior thesis at the same time, but it
was really cool. Another one of my most
memorable experiences would have to be
in my junior year when I was honored
with the opportunity to be one of the
three finalists in the country for the CFDA
Liz Claiborne scholarship. I never thought
I had a chance, so when I got to go to the
CFDA Headquarters to present my
portfolio, marketing, and business plan to
the judges, it was one of the most
exciting, nerve-racking, and special
opportunities of my life. It was so
exciting for both me and my teachers in
the fashion department that had helped
me so much along the way, and I hope to
get more opportunities like it in the
future.
If you could have lunch with anyone

in the fashion industry, who would it
be and why?
I used to work for Betsy Johnson, and
she’s my favorite designer. My dream job
when I was twelve years old was to work

After selling out seven consecutive shows
at the Radio City Music Hall, only sarcastic
busboy-comedian John Mulaney can get
away with accrediting this success to pure
luck.
“I’m so glad to be here tonight, I’ve

walked through so many cold spots in the
theatre tonight,” Mulaney exclaimed his
excitement, also dating Radio City’s
potential for ghosts. Extending his “Kid
Gorgeous” tour from July 2017 to April
2018, Mulaney added four show dates at
the historic venue, performing Friday, Feb.
16, through Monday, Feb. 19. With two
shows per night on the weekend, it was
rumored Mulaney was filming for his new
special.
Audiences of the first Feb. 16 show were

introduced to the surrealism through
composer Jon Brion’s covering the
Psychedelic Furs’ “Love MyWay” and

John	Mulaney performs	“Kid	Gorgeous”	tour	at	Radio	City	Music	Hall.	Photo	Source:	
Luke	Carberry Mogan
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I think of how I want my customer to
feel, and use that as my main
inspiration. For my pieces that I’m
working on right now and with my
personal connection to fashion, it’s
extremely important how the clothes
make you feel. I want my girl to feel
magical and glamorous.
What’s your design aesthetic?

What’s your style?
I would describe it as funky, fun,
whimsical, not too serious, but also
fabulous.
What do you hope to do in the

future?
My dream would be to have my own
brand. I’ve been doing a bunch of

What’s	your	favorite	thing	you’ve	
ever	designed?
I	have	to	say	what	I’m	working	on	right	
now.	I	think	that	you’re	always	so	
excited	about	what	you’re	doing	in	the	
moment,	and	you	think	that	it’s	great,	
but	after	you’re	done	with	it	you	think	
to	yourself,	“Okay,	but	I	could	definitely	
do	it	better,	or	do	something	more.”	You	
can	always	surprise	yourself	with	
what’s	coming	next.
If	you	could	work	for	any	designer,	

fashion	house,	or	brand,	who	would	it	
be	and	why?
I	guess	right	now	as	a	senior	I’ve	really	
been	thinking	about	that	a	lot,	and	I’m	
very	interested	in	Diane	Von	
Furstenberg	the	new	direction	that	
they’ve	been	taking.	I’m	really	
impressed	by	what	they’ve	done	with	
the	brand,	and	I	think	I	could	definitely	
see	my	aesthetic	aligning	with	theirs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IU2ye11FyIQ
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MAURA 
FITZPATRICK: 

Heart and Passion
BY MOLLY STREET

Staff Writer
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A player with heart, passion, and
technique, Maura Fitzpatrick is a junior
guard on Marist women’s basketball from
Cheshire, Connecticut.
As soon as she walks onto the court

Fitzpatrick drops everything else, all that
matters is playing the game she loves so
much and giving her all for her teammates.
Fitzpatrick has been playing basketball
since she was younger, stating: “I played a
bunch of sports growing up, but I seriously
started organized basketball in third grade
for our town. At the time there was no
girls team, so I played with the boys until
fourth grade when they had a girls travel
team.” Starting a sport at such a young age
builds passion and confidence within that
player, which is exactly the case with
Fitzpatrick.
Fitzpatrick leads the Red Foxes in

minutes played, averaging 34.8 minutes a
game, and reaching a career high of 50
minutes when the Red Foxes face
Quinnipiac this season, as well as the most
games started for the Foxes. Fitzpatrick
averages the most steals, and follows
closely with Rebekah Hand and Alana
Gilmer for just about everything else.
Fitzpatrick is an all around great player,
helping the team to their current 13-2
MAAC conference total.
When asked about her experience as a

student-athlete at Marist, Fitzpatrick said,
“It’s so much fun because it’s like having a
second family, while still making friends
outside of basketball and having them to
hangout

with. It is challenging though, we have coaches
who push us to be the very best that we can, as
well as an athletic academic advisor and a
normal advisor.” Fitzpatrick is a medical
technology major here at Marist, taking on some
of the most difficult classes that the school has
to offer, and still maintaining her grades as well
as her basketball career. Fitzpatrick also said,
“Playing a sport in college, especially Division

I, requires a lot of communication with your
professors.”
While the junior works hard in the classroom,

she works even harder on the court, giving her
all each game that she plays. Fitzpatrick has
been playing the sport since she was young,
sparking her passion early and allowing her to
carry that with her throughout her career.
Fitzpatrick stated her best moment as a player.
“My sophomore year of high school we made

it to the state championship at Mohegan Sun in
Connecticut. There was 3.8 seconds on the clock
as we played one of our biggest rivals, one of
the seniors drained a three to give us the State
Championship by one point. We were even
featured in Brad Paisley's music video “Today,”
which was so cool.” While Fitzpatrick has a
great deal of memories of her basketball career,
this stood out the most to her, not because she
made a winning basket, but because a senior on
the team did. Fitzpatrick not only has passion
for the sport that has given her so much, but has
so much heart and devotion to her teammates
and her team.
Fitzpatrick has been a great asset to the

Marist Women’s Basketball team for the past
three years, and will continue to grow and help
the team in her upcoming years as a Red Fox.
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Hayley Collins ‘21 made waves at the 2018
MAAC Women’s Track & Field Championships
when she was named the MAAC Rookie of the
Year for the winter season. Collins also
managed to finish second in the conference in
the 5000 meter run, making a name for herself
as perhaps the conference’s best female
underclassman runner. Collins recently sat
down with the Marist Circle to talk about what
the winter season was like, in addition to her
experience transitioning from high school to
college athletics.
JM: Tell me a little about your high school

track & field experience. (i.e. what events
did you do, what was the experience like,
etc.)
HC: In high school, I was also long-distance, so
I did the 3200m and the mile. Sometimes I
would do the 4x800m. I really had a good
experience with all my coaches; they all
helped me. I [also] had a really supportive
team.
JM: How successful was your team in high

school?
HC: In [my] four years, we were winning the
state open, which was huge for us. We were
doing really well as a team.
JM: How much was Marist involved with

recruitment last year and previously?
HC: I was definitely looking at the school, so
then they reached out to me. I was really
excited; it felt like a family right away.
JM: Tell me a little about the transition
from high school to college athletics.
HC: It was definitely a lot different, with the
amount of training and [change in distance.]
The coaches kind of knew that; for everyone,
it’s a huge transition. I was able to transition

pretty well with it, since I’ve always liked
having more miles, so they knew that coming
in. They knew how to tailor [the experience]
to me.
JM: What kind of events have you been
running?
HC: I’m doing the 5k, and in outdoor, I’m going
to do the 10k.
JM: How did the winter season go for you?
HC: It went very well. It’s gone by really
quickly.
JM: I heard you did very well at the MAAC

Championships. Tell me a little about what
that was like.
HC: The whole team was just gearing up for
that day. It was kind of like our whole season
was just leading up to that. Whenever we’re
put in the spotlight, we just try to do our best.
We all just fed off each other; when one
person did well, then everyone else was like,
‘we’ve got to follow that up.”
JM: What are your goals for the spring

season?
HC: I’m definitely excited to do the [10k] for
the first time.
JM: What advice would you give to a high

school athlete that is set to transition to
college athletics?

HC: Have a positive mindset. Don’t worry if
one race goes bad, because it is definitely a
transition. Try not to be nervous, and try to go
along with the team and make friends with
[teammates], because you’re going to be there
for a while.

BY JACK MCELDUFF
SPORTS EDITOR
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The Marist Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track &
Field teams completed a historic weekend at the
IC4A and ECAC championships.
“This was the most successful and prolific

ECAC/IC4A meet in school history on two fronts:
1. We had the highest number of individuals
competing in the championship. 2. The athletes
that competed did so with great intensity and
success. The energy level was outstanding,” said
Pete Colaizzo, head coach of Marist Track and
Cross Country.
The women’s team achieved three record-

breaking performances, including the distance
medley relay (DMR), the 4x800 meter relay, and
the mile while the men’s team also broke the
4x800 meter relay record.
The women’s DMR consisted of graduate

captain Janelle Solviletti, senior captain Danisha
Craig, junior Shea Bohan and sophomore Denise
Grohn.
Grohn led the relay, running the 1,200 meter leg

in 3:39.0. Craig followed with the 400 meter leg,
running a time of 58.3 seconds. Bohan followed
with the 800 meter leg, running a time of 2:15.1.
Solviletti anchored the relay, running a time of
4:56.5 in the 1,600 meter leg.

The DMR was completed in a time of 11:48.96,
breaking the previous school record of 11:54.75
set in 2011.
“Our team fought hard in every race entered,”

Craig said. “Specifically in the DMR, our girls were
in a heat with over ten teams and our
performance represented how we set a goal and
we were hungry to try our absolute best.”
The women’s 4x800 meter relay consisted of

senior captain Jenna Robinson, juniors Emily
Burns and Kerry Gaye, and freshman Gianna
Mastromatteo.
Gaye opened the first 800 meter leg in a time of

2:16.8, followed by Burns in 2:20.4, Robinson in
2:16.0 and anchored by Mastromatteo in 2:16.4.
The 4x800 meter relay was completed in a time of
9:09.91, breaking the previous school record of
9:12.6 set in 2017. record of 7:44.69 set in 2016.
Senior captain Dietrich Mosel also achieved a

historical performance, completing the 5,000
meter race in a time of 14:19.14 - placing him
second on the All-Time 5,000 meter list behind
Girma Segni, who ran a time of 14:18.42 which
still stands as the men’s indoor record. “It was a
perfectly set up race; I was able to stick behind
some guys and hold on at a pace 20

Burns also achieved an individual record-
breaking performance, running a time of 4:53.11
in the mile run. Her time breaks the previous
indoor mile record of 4:55.31 set in 2015.
Chuck Williams, associate head coach of the

women’s track & field and cross country teams,
described the team’s season as historic, noting
three school records as well as ten women setting
personal bests.
“When a season begins, every coach creates a

plan to make sure that their team is performing at
their best when you get to championship season.
This weekend our women truly saved the best for
last,” Williams said. “I am so proud of everything
our women have accomplished this year and I feel
very fortunate to lead such an amazing group.”
The men’s team capitalized on the meet’s

record-breaking times in the 4x800 meter relay,
which consisted of senior captain Steven
Morrison, junior Brian Henderson, sophomore
Zachary Ropes, and freshman Connor St. Germain.
Henderson opened the first 800 meter leg in a

time of 1:55.2, followed by Ropes in 1:55.2, St.
Germain in 1:56.4 and anchored by Morrison in
1:55.5. The 4x800 meter relay was completed in a
time of 7:42.74, breaking the previous school

seconds faster than my PR,” Mosel said. “I just
tried to close the gaps and listen to my coach as he
was yelling out splits.”
“Even though [Girma’s] record still stands, it’s
great to have my name written amongst other
runners who have had amazing careers
themselves. It means so much to have finally made
it within the top five of the sub-15 minute 5k list,”
Mosel said.
With the completion of the indoor track season,

Colaizzo and his teams transition into outdoor
track.
“The indoor season featured a lot of great

progress and milestones on the women's side, and
some resilience and improvement from the men,”
Colaizzo said. “The turnaround to outdoors is
quick and we'll have to be ready to be better for
that season.

“This was the most successful and 
prolific ECAC/IC4A meet in 

school history”

Indoor Track & Field 
Ends with Historic 

Performances 
BY BRIAN EDSALL

Managing Editor 

Women’s	4x800	meter	relay	team
Source:	Marist	Track	and	Field
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